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The assessment of intellectual disability with deaf adults
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Psychometrics

The classification or diagnosis of
intellectual disability

‘Mental retardation is a disability
characterized by significant limitations
both in intellectual functioning and in
adaptive behaviour as expressed in
conceptual, social and practical adaptive
skills. This disability originates before age
18’.
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Considerations of the assessment process
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Deafness and intellectual disability
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Deaf children and adults

A) Adaptive/social behaviour assessment with
deaf people
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B) Intellectual assessment with deaf people
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Two case examples
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Jasmine is a Deaf woman who grew up in
an Asian family in a major UK city. She
became deaf following a meningitis
infection at the age of 18 months. Her
parents did not want to send her to a
boarding school and the family could not
move so she went to the nearest
mainstream school with a special unit for
people with special educational needs.
Jasmine was the only deaf person in the
school. None of the teachers or support
assistants in the special school could use
BSL, but they did use Makaton with her.
She did not begin to use sign language
until the age of 15 when she was
eventually sent to a school for Deaf
children because of the evident difficulties
she had in learning in a mainstream
environment
and
her
increasingly
challenging behaviours.
As an adult, there was some questioning
whether Jasmine should be given support
by the local ID services. Testing focused
on a number of non-verbal tasks in the
WAIS-IV on which Jasmine performed
variably, with standardised scores varying
from the 1st percentile to the 16th
percentile. Overall, her perceptual
reasoning index was 73, and her
processing speed index was 79. She
appeared to use finger-spelling very well,
had very neat handwriting and could do
simple addition. However, she was not
able to subtract, multiply or divide
numbers, and she relied heavily on others
to do her shopping and pay for goods.
Because her IQ was judged to be over 70,
it was thought that there was no point
assessing her social/adaptive behaviour.
Consequently, Jasmine was refused
support from the local ID services (both
mental health and social services),
because it was deemed that she did not
satisfy the criteria for ID and that there
was not strong enough evidence that she
had an ID before the age of 18. Her
difficulties at school were put down to her
deafness and challenging behaviours.

Bobby is a hearing man who grew up in
the economically-deprived ex-mining
villages of the midlands of the UK. He
and his sister survived their parents’
chaotic lives and alcoholism. During the
rare times when he was settled as a child,
which was usually during periods of
foster care, he attended a school for
children with special educational needs.
Despite being talkative and popular, his
teachers and social worker suspected
from Bobby’s language and conversation
that he was not able to learn as other
children, even accounting for his difficult
family life. Bobby’s performance on the
WAIS-IV was 73 on the perceptual
reasoning index, 74 on the processing
speed index, 74 on the working memory
index,
and
74
on
the
verbal
comprehension index. His full scale IQ
was rated at 69. On a measure of
adaptive/social
behaviour,
Bobby
achieved a composite score overall of 68.
He
experienced
some
significant
difficulties with functional academics (e.g.
budgeting and planning meals) and health
and safety (cleaning his house and
clothes). He also was deeply suspicious of
other people and consequently had poor
motivation with social skills. With this
profile, Bobby was accepted for services
from both the mental health team for
people with ID, and also the local social
services team for people with ID.
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Conclusion
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Governing the Soul: The shaping of the
Private Self.
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